Intelligent road traffic management based on the system of fuzzy situational management and virtual cyberspace
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Abstract. Theoretical and applied ideas and tools of traffic intelligent management on the basis of fuzzy situational management and virtual cyberspace are developed through the system approach, artificial intelligence methods, modern achievements in the field of the creation of intelligent transport systems (ITS). The proposed scientifically-methodical foundations and software and hardware tools allow the creation of intelligent transport systems at a new level, synchronizing the development of road traffic infrastructure and virtual cyberspace, allowing to solve effectively a rather large range of theoretical and applied problems in the field of traffic management, transport modelling and planning.

1 Introduction

Development of science-based methodologies and tools [2, 9-12, 14, 15] aimed at conducting in-depth surveys in the field of transport infrastructures, followed by the implementation of management using intelligent transport systems (ITS) is one of the promising areas in the development of efficient urban transport systems. On the other hand, it is necessary to develop approaches and tools [3, 12, 15] allowing to combine at a new level technologies of mathematical modeling of transport processes, real-time management, decision support systems, communication technologies, etc [18, 19].

The work [2, 3] presents the author's approach in the field of creation of adaptive intelligent transport systems of new generation based on application of fuzzy situational management and virtual cyberspace. Applied intelligent systems of transport processes management of various types and purposes, created on the basis of the proposed approach, will allow not only solving the classical tasks specific to ITS (monitoring of traffic characteristics, traffic flow (TF) adaptive management, etc.) but also providing the scientific basis and applied tools for perspective directions in the field of creating intelligent transport infrastructures, based on the solution of the following tasks:

• Intellectualization of the vehicle itself, its transformation into the most automated and adaptive autonomous system [2, 3, 16];
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• Creation of mathematical and applied tools for information interaction between individual vehicles with the purpose of coordination and optimization of their group behavior as separate interconnected subsystems of a complex system, which gives the transport system the properties of a single information environment [1, 2].

• Creation of mathematical and applied tools that can provide a synergetic effect of self-organization and development of the transport system, resulting from the interaction of individual cognitive (accumulating knowledge) subsystems into a single system, subordinated to a single strategic goal and interacting according to the laws of coalition behavior [1].

Thus, the problem of developing theoretical foundations of intelligent traffic management based on fuzzy situation management and virtual cyberspace, allowing to ensure at a new level the creation of highly adaptive intelligent transport systems [17], synchronizing the development of road transport infrastructures and virtual cyberspace, allowing to solve effectively a fairly large range of theoretical and applied problems in the field of traffic management, transport modeling and planning on the basis of use of diverse knowledge, is relevant and timely.

2 Material and methods

In [2-4] a hybrid model of TF management is presented in detail. The central element of the model is a fuzzy system of the form:

\[ s = \left\{ \frac{\mu_s(y_i)}{y_i} \right\}, y_i \in Y, \]  

where, \( \mu_s(y_i) \) - is the function of belonging to a linguistic variable (the diflex factor of TF [2-5]) \( y_i \), where \( i \) – is the number of TF variable. Each TF is represented by a set of variables [2-4]: intensity, speed, type, flow interval, etc., for each of which a two-parameter hyperbolic approximation form is calculated [3-5], (fig.1).

![Fig. 1. Calculation of anomalous points and the diflex parameter of the street-road network objects: 1 - approximating curve; 2 - variable confidence interval; 3 - empirical points of rank distribution.](image)

where, \( W(r) \) – is the value of the investigated parameter (for example, traffic flow intensity) of the street-road network (SRN) object with r-rank; \( W_1 \) – is the value of the investigated object parameter of rank one (the object with the maximum value of the investigated...
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Further, in accordance with the GZ-analysis, which is described in detail in [3, 4], anomalous points are determined and the diflex parameter of the road network objects is calculated (Fig. 1.2):

\[ \Delta W^i_k = \frac{W_k - W^\beta(r_k)}{W_k}. \quad (2) \]

Where: \( W(r_k) \) – is the empiric value of the k-object parameter of the SRN, \( W^\beta(r_k) \) – is the value of the parameter corresponding to the k-rank at the upper boundary of the variable confidence interval of the rank distribution. \( i \) – is the number of the TF variable.

Fig. 1. Calculation of anomalous points and the diflex parameter of the street-road network objects: 1-approximating curve; 2-variable confidence interval; 3-empirical points of rank distribution.

Fig. 2. Determination of the diflex parameter of the street-road network object.

Each diflex-parameter is assigned with the membership function of the linguistic variable \( y_i \) and the corresponding set of term sets [4].

Transport process management is carried out on the basis of a fuzzy intelligent semantic network (see Fig.3) presented in detail in [6]. It constitutes a fuzzy semantic graph, vertices \( s_i \) of which correspond to fuzzy transport situations, and semantic arcs \( R_j \) - to managing solutions.

Thus, the development of the solution is divided into the goal setting (goal situation) and the construction of a management strategy corresponding to the optimal transfer of the object to the target state.

Studies [2-4] show that the proposed approach allows smart and elegant (including in terms of computing time consumption) implementation and analysis of the relationship between the main TF parameters (speed, intensity, density) on many levels, investigation of TF behavior at critical points - saturation and congestion, and also effective solution to a rather large range of theoretical and applied problems in the field of traffic management, transport modeling and planning.
3 Theory

The above approach of fuzzy situation management in solving traffic management problems makes special demands on infrastructure monitoring and intelligent traffic management. In [6] a basis was proposed, and in [2-4, 7, 8] the ITS perceptual infrastructure platform was developed (Fig. 4), in which the ITS adaptive control center [Klachek et al. (2015)] is integrated into "cloud", and operates on the basis of frame-services of virtual cyberspace [3, 4, 6], accessible through a wireless global communication network having a distributed structure and accessible all over the world.

Fig. 3. Fuzzy intelligent semantic network.

Fig. 4. Architecture of the advanced infrastructure platform of virtual cyberspace of intelligent transport systems.
The main elements of this architecture are described in detail in [4, 6].

Thus, the presented intelligent cloud infrastructure becomes a self-sufficient coordinating supersystem, a special value in such a system is assigned to the adaptive control center, which should become the basis for the formation of intelligent transport systems of a new generation, providing highly adaptive traffic management on the basis of information integration of various heterogeneous subsystems and technical devices [2-4, 13, 14].

4 Results and Discussion

Studies [2-4] show that the proposed approach in the field of intelligent traffic management based on fuzzy situational management and virtual cyberspace allows smart and elegant (including in terms of computing time consumption) implementation and analysis of the relationship between the main TF parameters (speed, intensity, density) on many levels [17, 20, 21] investigation of TF behavior at critical points - saturation and congestion, and also guaranteeing highly adaptive traffic management based on information integration of various heterogeneous subsystems and technical devices.

The proposed scientifically-methodical foundations and software and hardware tools allow solving a rather large range of theoretical and applied problems in the field of transport planning and modeling.

In particular, in terms of creating effective systems of traffic management:

• modelling of existing and forecasted traffic flows;
• analysis and assessment of road traffic rules and intensity;
• planning of effective transport infrastructure;
• scripting "what happens if ";
• creating a platform for operation of situational management centers and decision support systems of various types and assignments.

As to solving theoretical and applied problems of macro- and micro transport process modeling they will provide a mathematical tool for analyzing the contradictions between real data and their reproduction in mathematical models of transport processes, in particular:

• contradictions between dispersion of the traffic parameters actual data and the corresponding relationship of mathematical models;
• the contradiction between the constant value of the ratio of the critical density to the maximum transport flow density for mathematical models and the variable value of this ratio in the real transport flow;
• the contradiction between the uniformity of the relationship form of the transport flow parameters for mathematical models and the change in the functional form for real ratios of intensity-density, speed-density, etc.;
• the contradiction between possible gaps between the values of the transport flow characteristics in transition from a stable state to congestion and smooth relations for theoretical models.

And also the solution of important promising tasks, such as:

• congestion dynamics modelling;
• a sudden transition from free motion to unstable mode;
• solution of theoretical and applied problems of joint use and data exchange between global and local models, etc.

5 Conclusions

In conclusion it should be mentioned that the innovative approach proposed in this article is capable of transforming the existing transportation system radically having turned it into a
highly intelligent environment. It will not only bring mortality and injury rate on roads to nothing but will also increase social mobility, improve environmental situation; it will also give impulse to development of new services in different fields. Moreover, a new type of cars constructed on the basis of the proposed management paradigm can bury a traditional concept of the car and open new unprecedented opportunities and directions.
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